Digitalisation in the construction sector;
an enabler for smarter assets and through-lifecycle strategies
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Summary - The Future for Construction Product Manufacturing

Figure 1: Construction product sector roadmap - influence, opportunity, outcome and risk
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Summary - The Future for Construction Product Manufacturing

Figure 2: Construction products at the centre of major industry shifts and advancement
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Sharing data through the
lifecycle - LEXiCON
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Objectives & Results - current UK supply chain confusion and on-costs
The Vision: A Sustainable, World-leading and High-value Digital Construction Product Sector

Figure 3: Proportional UK construction product sales,
construction activity and construction output by value

Figure 4: Potential for optimised, manufacturing-led supply chain and implementation of
BIM processes to deliver significant cost, time and resource efficiencies

Conclusions:

•

potential growth of 39% for UK construction product sector by 2025 through automation and 10%
delivery through manufacturer-led supply chains
• Further growth of 24% through additional measures
• Example project delivered 40% quicker, 30% cheaper than traditional information management
• Elimination (not just reduction) of performance gap
• Planning for changing skills requirements
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Objectives & Results – enabling free access for all to share
accurate data through the lifecycles of an asset
Product DNA
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Figure 5: data-enabled closer links between manufacturing and asset owners required to close the loop
Live analytics and
verification

•

Figure 6: Percentage of UK construction product
businesses by size and number of employees

Results:

• Product Data Definition specification for the UK
LEXiCON – world first for democratising construction data through plain language, free access and
supported by 75% of trade associations, & supported by UK Government
• Development of CEN standards to align across Europe (CEN/TC442 WG4)
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Overview - Digitalisation within the built environment

Project lifecycle
Asset lifecycle

Product lifecycle

Figure 7: combining Industry 4.0, data-enabled delivery and intelligent assets to enable a circular construction economy
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Overview - Digitalisation within the built environment

Figure 7: combining Industry 4.0, data-enabled delivery and intelligent assets to enable a circular construction economy
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Product DNA - information that stays with a product, and is added to through a product’s
Collaboration & cultural change

lifecycle

Request for
information
Information
response
Product & asset lifecycle
Plain Language Dictionary
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Information Response
Product Data

© 2016 Thompson

Product DNA – information through a product’s lifecycle

Obtainable Product Information –
application & project agnostic
Product Application Information –
application & project specific (e.g. COBie
Type)
Installed Product Information –
occurrence within a built asset (e.g.
COBie Component)

Product
Production
Information –
for production &
logistics

TRL 7

LEXiCON will be launched in Q1 2017
© 2016 Thompson
Figure 8: The Product DNA Concept, forming the basis for LEXiCON, and enabling translation of information requirements
between request for information and information response

Overview - LEXiCON

Figure 9: Sample LEXiCON data template, including responsibilities for completing the data, ability to exchange plain
language terms, support from relevant authorities
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Overview – de-risking changing requirements and enabling

lifecycle optimisation through advanced information management
What housing for who?
– Data-driven viability & supply chain optimisation
“An environment…is an environment only by
virtue of the life that it surrounds - John Turner (1974)

Figure 10: Viability & supply chain optimisation tool,
incorporating location-specific housing market data,
geo-demographics and preferences, resource availability,
programme and development cashflow
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To be launched
with a client in
2017

Changing requirements through project design & delivery?
- RST fully resolved generative models
Imagine a client’s space requirements changing during
construction. An extra floor? More cellular spaces?
Automatically generate solutions quickly at minimal risk

Figure 11: Generating information model instances that are fully
resolved, ensuring all connections between different elements are
taken into account when changes are made. Design and development
scenarios can be created simultaneously
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Technology demonstrated, exploring funding
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Further information
www.constructionproducts.org.uk
www.pcsg.co.uk
steve.thompson@pcsg.co.uk
@SGThompsonBIM

RST
martin.ravnikar@archicondes.com

www.constructionproducts.org.uk

www.bim4m2.co.uk
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